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Deerwalk
Institute of
Technology
Deerwalk Institute of Technology (DWIT)
is an educational institution that
prepares students and professionals of
all levels to meet the problems and grab
the possibilities of the twenty-first
century IT Industry. The institute is well-
known for its approach to learning that
is both open-minded and responsible. It
has an affiliation with Tribhuvan
University and offers two undergraduate
degrees, BSc. CSIT and BCA.



DeerHack 2023
Deer Hack 2023 is the brainchild of a small
team to unleash the potential of young IT
minds innovators through a 48-hour
hackathon in which developers, designers,
students, entrepreneurs, educators, and
mentors collaborate to create solutions that
tackle real-world problems. When people
from many backgrounds collaborate, they do
more than merely do good; they become a
force for global change.
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Why Join?
DeerHack gives participants a one-of-a-kind opportunity
to work in groups to develop innovative solutions to real-
world problems. You will work with individuals who share

your desire to create something significant. DeerHack also
provides you access to mentors and industry specialists
that can assist you throughout the event and help you

improve your skills. You will also be able to network with
other participants and potential employers, which will

help your entire career.



Benefits of
Participating

Network

Career
Opportunities

Support for Your Ideas
Interpersonal
Development

DeerHack is dedicated to fostering ideas
that drive global change and provide
new solutions. We guarantee that no

participant will leave DeerHack empty-
handed, and we will do all that we can to

support everyone's ambition.

DeerHack is the perfect
platform to build your
connections who regardless of
their expertise/sectors will
come in handy some day in the
future.

DeerHack will
undoubtedly test your
abilities. The pressure

you'll feel here will
definitely convert you

into a diamond.

DeerHack is the perfect
platform to build your
connections who regardless
of their expertise/sectors will
come in handy some day in
the future.


